
RO-81 Cristallizer

Acheive a natural glow and increase scratch resistance on pol ished marble, granite & terrazzoAcheive a natural glow and increase scratch resistance on pol ished marble, granite & terrazzo
surfaces.surfaces.

Functions:Functions:

For use to crystallize natural and polished artificial stone surfaces(marble, terrazzo, hydraulic mosaic).For use with
rotary machine which helps to achieve the ideal conditions of temperature and pressure. Its special formulation gives
this type of flooring a spectacular shine.

Advantage:Advantage:

Natural shine.
Long life.
Increased resistance to traffic.

Features:Features:

Acid
Ph:Ph:  3.5
Density:Density:  1,08 Kg/L
Performance:Performance:  About 30-50 m2 / L. 
NOTE: Performances are merely indicative. Actual results may vary.

Precautions:Precautions:

During application avoid leaving areas without ventilation in order for the liquid to dry.
ALWAYS CARRY OUT A TEST ON A SMALL HIDDEN AREA BEFORE FULL APPLICATION!

Instructions:Instructions:

1. Pour approximately 4-5 caps of product on the surface to be treated
2. Place the the steel wool disc on to the Rubilim rotary machine and power to a high speed
3. Run the machine over the product area approximately 1-2 m2 at a time and work on until preferred brightness
is acheived
4. Repeat the process on each area and so on until whole floor is complete
5. Do not wet or walk on the surface for at least 8 hours

Fi les:Fi les:

 Datasheet  Safety Datasheet

References  For larger containers, please check availability.

http://www.rubi.com
http://www.rubi.com/documents/datasheets/en/2998/ro-81-crystallizer.pdf
http://www.rubi.com/documents/safety-datasheets/en/2998/ro-81-crystallizer.pdf
/cleaning/en/materials/polished-granite-27
/cleaning/en/materials/polished-marble-26
/cleaning/en/materials/polished-terrazzo-28


NameName ReferenceRe ference So ld  exc lus ive ly  atSo ld  exc lus ive ly  at

RO-81 Cristalizador 1 l. 23979 Spain

RO-81 Cristallizer 1 l. 23980 UK

RO-81 Cristallisant 1 l. 23981 France

RO-81 Cristallizatore 1 l. 23982 Italy

RO-81 Cristallizer 5 l. 22957 France, Italy, Spain, UK

RO-81 1 L crystallizer. HOL. 22949 Netherlands

RO-81 Cristallizer can be used on ...
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RO-81 Cristallizer can be used to ...
Crystallizes surfaces
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